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Shifts in Thinking
• From divisional responsibility to a more holistic approach

• From accepting low retention rates to being worried about 
them

• From assuming an endless supply of students to a more 
limited supply

• From a limited to a more activist role by the government



Recruitment I – Trends and Goals by Sector

Pressures on different sectors, post-2008

• Private institutions that are well known and wealthy

• More typical private institutions

• Public flagships

• Public regionals

• Community colleges

• For-profits



Recruitment II – Growing Pressures
• Changing demographics

• Uncertainty about affirmative action

• Financial pressure on and from parents / families

• Consumer approach to selecting colleges /negotiating with 
colleges



Recruitment III – New Scrutiny
• From the White House (undermatching)

• Jobs upon graduation

• Debt



Orientation – From Parties to Substance

• What’s covered and not

• All of the things not to do

• Academic goals

• Testing and placement



Retention and Completion I – The Problem

• Access vs. Success

• The broad coalition pushing for more of an emphasis on 
retention and completion

• The critique of the completion agenda



Retention and Completion II -- Data
• The federal rate

• Critiques of the federal rate

• Alternatives to the federal rate

• Concerns of particular types of institutions



Retention and Completion III -- Remediation

• Critique of success rates and policies

• Range of approaches being tried

• Some of the success stories

• Questions about scale



Retention and Completion IV – Tough Love

• Registration requirements

• Limiting choice

• The role of academic advising

• A focus on milestones



Retention and Completion V – Learning From Failure

What happens when colleges study the courses with the 
highest failure rates.



Retention and Completion VI – Articulation

• The problems (where a consensus exists)

• The solutions (where lack of consensus remains)

• Why articulation matters



Retention and Completion VII – Almost Done

• Those who have left college shy of credits for a degree

• Those who have left community colleges without associate 
degrees

• Those who are still in college and close to graduation 
requirements



Graduate School
• Imperatives for institutions

• Imperatives for students

• Similar issues



Questions?
• Download the booklet here: 

www.insidehighered.com/news/survey

• Comments or questions we don’t get to? 
editor@insidehighered.com
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